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Is your dream worth a lifetime pursuit ?
February 06: Click here
to view Message,
titled: Moving on from
here….Defining your
destination.

February 13: Click here
to view Message,
titled: Creating the dream
worth your while!

February 20: Click here
to view Message,
titled: Seeing beyond the
bend… to your
destination.
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Is your dream worth a lifetime
pursuit ?

H

ave you ever given it a thought
that we spend all of our childhood and young adult years (the first
thirty years of life ) preparing for life’s
pursuit? With all that effort; starting
with our parents - undertaking several
school runs, paying exorbitant school
fees among many other sacrifices and
then ours - uncomfortable overnight

reading, enduring monotonous school
life etc, it is absolutely chilling that
most people do a shoddy job at choosing an appropriate vocation /career and
pursuit. Good to know that at least we
may not fall into that category with our
destination now clearly defined before
us.

But is that dream, that will keep you
running for most of your adult life until you practically have no energy to do
any thing else really worth a lifetime
pursuit? I advise that you spend a few
moments to test your dream to ensure
it is indeed so. Assumption, they say is
the mother of frustration, please make
sure!

I learnt from one of my
executive education
classes that most often
to become an expert
does not require you
to provide all the right
answers, but being bold
enough to ask the right
questions. Here are a
few suggested self- review questions you
could use to ‘test’:

- Would the pursuit of my vision and dream involve
the use of all my talents and the skills I have acquired since preparing for life from childhood?
- Would it build on the leverage delivered to me
through opportunities provided to me by my parents
, sponsors and mentors ?
- Would the achievement of my vision and dream
deliver to me a personal brand I would be proud of
and my children happy to associate with if I were in
their shoes?
- Would the achievement of my vision and dream
create a good and inspiring story line, translating me
into a reference point for others?
- Would I be willing to pay to buy into this vision
and dream if it were not my own ? Would I spend my
energy and effort working on It , if it was proposed to
me by someone else?

Most of us in our sober moments are rational. Chances
are high that if you would ask yourself the right questions, you will arrive at the most appropriate course of
action. This is a wake up call to take out the facade and
face the stark reality.

Strong visions command
provisions.

Strong

visions command
provisions. Every
well crafted vision attracts comments.
As you articulate and publish your vision, a strong indication of how worthwhile your vision is should come from
both solicited and better still unsolicited feedback. However, take care to test
the messenger before you listen to their
message. In the multitude of counsellors, there is safety. You should get a
correct feedback once you undertake a
thorough appraisal.

After all said and done, ensure you get
God’s nod on your pursuit,before the
rubber hits the road. Don’t move until
you are doubly sure. Unless the Lord
builds the house, they labor in vain who
build it. Unless the Lord guards the
city, the watchman stays awake in vain
Ps 127:1 -2 NKJV. The probability of
success is significantly increased where
you have a supernatural,
superior backing.
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